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One of the most persistent puzzles of the First World War has been the fate
of the 10th Battalion AIF raiding party of eighty-five men who attacked
the Germans in Celtic Wood on the morning of 9 October 1917. Only
fourteen unwounded men were counted back in after the raid. What had
happened to the other seventy-one?
Had they been massacred by the Germans and buried in a mass grave?
Had some deserted, or been taken prisoner and sent far to the rear? Did the
Australian Army fail to exercise its duty of care in regard to the missing by
not investigating adequately the fate of the missing men?
For one hundred years war historians have conducted research into
this problem, and debated their theories in private and in public. Now,
after a number of years of assiduous research, this book provides some very
persuasive answers for us. The research conducted into what befell every
member of the raiding party, includes the conduct of the Germans they
encountered that morning and the scrupulousness of the Australian Army’s
handling of the episode.
Through dedicated investigation many of the questions previously
unanswered over the past 100 years are answered herein. This book may
well be the capstone of the debate on what befell the men of the 10th
Battalion behind German lines on 9 October 1917. It is to be further
commended as a work of detail and clarity, in which Robert Kearney’s own
experience as an infantryman in the mud and confusion of the Vietnam
War gives him an excellent understanding of what took place fifty years
before his own war in 1967.
I admire the commitment shown to this task and encourage readers
with a serious interest in what happened on the Western Front in that
great and tragic Passchendaele offensive of 1917, of which the Celtic Wood
Raids were a part, to study the book carefully.
Professor Robert O’Neill AO
Formerly Chichele Professor of the History of War, All Souls College,
University of Oxford, and an Australian Vietnam War infantryman.
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This remarkable work is in fact two books in one. The author openly
acknowledges this in the introduction where the reader is advised that Part
I deals with the events leading up to the 10th Battalion’s raid on Celtic
Wood on 9 October 1917 and Part II is a detailed analysis of what actually
happened to the 88 men who took part in the raid. Whilst it is in two
separate sections, each part complements the other magnificently and the
reader can use the detail of either part to make sense of the mania of the
other. I strongly recommend the entire work.
Part I is a graphic and detailed description of the privations, horrendous conditions, suffering and sacrifices which constituted life as a soldier
in an infantry battalion during the Third Battle of Ypres – the Battle of
Passchendaele. It concentrates on the actions of the 10th Battalion AIF and
covers a 10-day period leading up to the action at Celtic Wood. The detail
provided makes credible the almost unimaginable; that a man could slip off
a duck-board and drown in the mud of a shell crater; that even a minor
wound that left a soldier in no-man’s land would almost certainly prove
fatal; that even if a wounded soldier did make it back to his own front line,
serious medical help was still many hours away; that subsequent artillery
bombardments could obliterate all signs of dead and wounded soldiers left
after an action.
The story tells of many acts of outstanding heroism and selflessness,
which characterised the men of the 10th, many of whom had been together
since Gallipoli. It tells graphically of the frustrations of the Commanding
Officer who had to witness what he saw as the senseless waste of his
courageous men and the lack of support in subsequent investigations into
the action. As inspiring as this story is, it is a sobering thought that it covers
the history of just one battalion for a period of only ten days. Hundreds of
other units and thousands of men were suffering the same experiences for
the years that this calamity continued.
Part II is an astounding piece of detective work. Almost immediately
following the raid and the lack of enthusiasm to investigate it, rumours started
to abound regarding missing men, possible mass murders of prisoners of war
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and cover-ups by successively higher headquarters. Several historians since
that time have embellished these rumours by reference to “the Mystery of
Celtic Wood”, misrepresenting the facts, jumping to conclusions, lack of
attention to detail or just plain errors. This work is different.
From the outset, the author has adopted an approach that only draws
a conclusion when there is irrefutable evidence that supports it or there is
a strong balance of probability of it being true. By painstaking research of
original documents, eyewitness accounts and cross-referencing of multiple
sources of information, each of the myths is systematically refuted and,
remarkably, the fate of each man on the raid established to the level of at least
“most probable explanation”. Several other references cannot even agree
on the number of men involved in the raid. This work produces a nominal
roll and a brief summary of the experience of each. Considering that three
contemporary Courts of Inquiry produced relatively vague results, this is
a remarkable achievement almost one hundred years on. In fairness, the
reader has only to reflect on Part I of this work to realise that members of
the respective courts had many other responsibilities and considerations at
the time of hearing evidence.
I offer my sincere congratulations to the author on this contribution
to understanding and resolving one of the “mysteries” of the AIF and
commend this book to all who have an interest in the matter. It is also my,
and the author’s hope, that this book will bring some form of closure to
those who lost a relative at this tragic place. Perhaps now, like the men who
died as a result of the raid, this matter can be laid to rest.
Major General Neil Wilson am, rfd
Former Commanding Officer
10th Battalion Royal South Australia Regiment
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Secrets! Children have secrets, women and men have secrets, we all have
secrets, but for those who are close to someone who has been to war, it
is often accepted, but never understood, why the secrets of war are rarely
shared. When, or if, soldiers share their war experiences with those closest
to them, it is generally done light heartedly and often about a humorous
situation, person or event. A soldier attempting to explain the horrors of
war to those who have not experienced it has a task akin to a blind person
trying to explain life without vision to a sighted person; it is too difficult,
so why waste time?
Secrets in war are necessary, but for the individuals who survive a war,
their unwritten ‘code of silence’ as the son of one war veteran described it,
can cause those who love them to become frustrated and resent the secrets
they never share.
In a letter dated 9 February 2006, Mr Lyal Voce, writing about his
father, a returned 10th Battalion man, described how he was never able to
break the ‘code of silence’.
‘My father, unfortunately, I think I can say, did not get enough out of
life and when asked about his war experiences simply replied, “There
is nothing to say.” This code of silence continued throughout his life
and it was not until the last twenty years I became interested in WWI
and tried to put a mental picture to his service.’1�

During his service in the 10th Battalion, Lyal’s father,Thomas Frederick
Voce, was wounded twice, the first time being when he was buried by a shell
and wounded on Sunday 7 October 1917, two days before the raid.
Because he would not or could not talk about the war, Lyal knew
nothing about his father’s war experiences until long after he had died; this
refusal or reluctance to talk about their experiences would have been the
same for the families of the men who survived the raid on Celtic Wood and
returned to Australia after the war.
If the men of the 10th Battalion and particularly the raid survivors
ever got around to reading Charles Bean’s 1917 volume of the Official
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History, they must have either chosen to remain silent, dismiss it, or speak
about it only among themselves at reunions. They were not keeping the
raid and its aftermath a secret; they had simply seen too much of war and
did not wish to talk about it, and so what they knew they took to the grave.
Following the evacuation of Gallipoli, the war-weary Anzacs returned
to Egypt where they were reorganised and reinforced prior to embarking
for the Western Front in France. Upon reaching France, the men who
had fought so well at Gallipoli soon found the weather, the battlefields,
the enemy, and the intense shelling unlike anything they had previously
experienced.
Many of the AIF’s battles, major operations and minor enterprises
on the Western Front took place in or around villages and towns whose
names, even the mere mention of, would chill the blood of the survivors for
whatever remained of their broken lives; Passchendaele was one of them.
Flanders
Offensive – 1917
The Battle of
Passchendaele (Third
Ypres) was a series of
bloodletting
battles
that commenced at
the end of July and
raged until November.
Field Marshal Haig’s
plan was to force the
Australian artillery on the Western Front.
Germans off the high
Courtesy AMOSA
ground surrounding
the Ypres Salient in order to capture the key to German dispositions in
Flanders (Roulers railway junction), before then advancing to clear the
German held ports of Ostend and Zeebrugge on the Belgian coast.
Under intense artillery barrages and in abysmal weather conditions,
the men on both sides of no man’s land fought fiercely in their desperate
attempts to hold, or take, the ultimate prize – Passchendaele.
‘…the British loss – 400,000 – was considerably less than on the
Somme. The German loss perhaps equalled the British. But eight
offensives in the mud made the name of this battle one to shudder
at ...’2

In eight weeks, the battles of Menin Road, Polygon Wood and
Broodseinde cost the five Australian divisions 38,000 casualties and for
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Australia, with a population then of less than five million people, these
numbers were devastating.
In October 1917, the worst month of the war for Australia, the AIF
suffered more than 26,000 battle casualties, and of these, slightly more than
6,400 men were killed in action or died of wounds.
When the Australian Divisions of I Anzac Corps joined the Flanders
offensive as part of British General Plumer’s Second Army in late September,
they achieved decisive victories in the battles of Menin Road, Polygon
Wood and Broodseinde.
Following the success of the Battle of Broodseinde on 4 October,
Field Marshal Haig, believing German morale was low, chose to prolong
the offensive in order to capture and occupy Passchendaele. Early on the
morning of 9 October as the exhausted attacking troops of the main attack
advanced toward Passchendaele, a small diversionary raid on the extreme
right flank was carried out against the German trenches, dugouts, and
pillboxes in Celtic Wood.
Celtic Wood
Before the war, this peaceful woodland to the east of the BroodseindeBecelaere road in Belgian Flanders was part of one of the many small farms
in the shadow of a relatively low ridgeline, which in time would gain
infamy as Broodseinde Ridge.
In springtime with the birds singing and sunlight dancing through the
leaves, a shaded creek line running through the centre of the Wood with
easy access from the road and nearby tracks would have been an ideal picnic
area or a secret place for young lovers to rendezvous.
By October 1917, the farmhouse was a pile of blackened rubble and
although little remained of Celtic Wood it was still a secret place; this now
ominous Wood, devoid of sunlight, leaves or laughter was by then just
another of the enemy’s killing grounds in the Battle of Passchendaele.
The raid on Celtic Wood cost the battalion dearly in dead, wounded,
and missing, a fact made clear by the commanding officer who shortly after
the raid reported that of the 85 raiders he could at the time only account
for 14 unwounded men. The CO’s version of events reflected only what he
knew to be true at the time and yet within 24 hours, Australian and British
newspapers heralded the raid as a complete success.
These words, ‘In war, truth is the first casualty’, written by former
soldier and Greek playwright Aeschylus almost 2500 years ago, is today
a cliché, the meaning of which scholars and academics still debate. If
Aeschylus meant the political lies that cause war come before the death
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of the first soldier then his words make sense; however when applied to
how the army and the media reported the actions and outcome of the raid
carried out by members of the 10th Battalion on 9 October 1917, death
came first, and the lies followed.
Often in the absence of information, people listen to and carry rumours
which, when repeated often, like Chinese whispers, tend to create myths
that over time distort the facts to such a degree a mystery is born. Over the
years since 1917, various military historians, authors, and journalists have
written about the raid and the fate of those involved, but in their books and
articles have provided only more questions rather than answers.
Just some of the questions left unanswered are about the incorrect
date of the raid, the small composition of the raiding party, the commanding
officer’s decision to send out ‘inexperienced’ men and the neglect by the
authorities to investigate the disappearance of so many men. All of these
and more will be answered herein.
Some authors who have previously written about the raid claim the
majority of the raiders ‘disappeared without a trace’ and hint there was a
German cover up after the raid; some have gone beyond hinting and claim
the Germans ‘massacred’ the surviving raiders as ‘an act of revenge’ before
burying them in an unmarked grave or shell hole.
Doctor Bean dedicated less than a page to the raid in his Official
History of the Great War; however, since then various authors with few or no
other references have built upon his short version of events and or other
unreferenced versions by other authors.
Often referred to as ‘disastrous’, ‘tragic’ and ‘mysterious’, for those
who had survived months of hell at Gallipoli and then Pozieres and or
many of the bloody battles prior to October 1917, the raid was probably
just one tragic day among hundreds they would spend their lives trying to
forget.
The significance of this small raid conducted alongside the main attack
in the Battle of Poelcapelle has been expanded over the years to where one
author has described it as:
‘the most celebrated missing-persons case of World War I.’3�

There were hundreds of thousands of allied troops wounded or
killed between July and November 1917, and although the dead rest in
peace beneath the fertile soil of the battlefield upon which they fell, not all
have a known grave. Of those who fell in Flanders, many thousands still
lie in unmarked graves or in a well-tended Commonwealth War Graves
Cemetery with a headstone marked simply with ‘Known unto God’.
In a speech he made at the Australia and New Zealand Luncheon
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Club in London in December 1918, Winston Churchill said that even after
one, two, or even three hundred years, Australia would look back upon the
‘world-shaking episode of the Great War’.�4
He said he believed Australians would ‘seek to trace some connection’
with the heroes who fought at Gallipoli, on the Western Front or in all the
other battles at sea or on land during the Great War has proven correct, and
gains momentum with time.
Much of what Churchill said during his moving speech has come
true, except the details surrounding the raid on Celtic Wood, which have
actually been reported with less than the ‘the most intensive care’.
This book sets out to refute existing claims that during a raid made
by members of the 10th Battalion AIF in 1917 a large number of the raiders
went missing without trace.
Over the years, various authors have written slightly different versions
about the ‘mysterious’ fate of the raiders but generally agree that something
sinister occurred in the Wood.
Throughout the Great War, it was mandatory for all Australian units
and formations to maintain an official daily log of casualties, actions, etc.
which were generally maintained as accurately and neatly as possible; in
essence, they were writing the unit history a day at a time.
After researching the war diaries of all units and formations with which
the 10th Battalion were involved as well as supporting documents, it can
be shown that previous raid theories were based on erroneous assumptions,
and are incorrect.
To ensure those unfamiliar with Australia’s involvement in the Great
War gain a basic understanding of the 10th Battalion’s organisation and
achievements before the raid, the facts are presented in two parts.
Part I – includes the topography, key characters and the Battalion’s
achievements from the landing on 25 April 1915 up to the end of September
1917. The focus then shifts to the actions of the 10th Battalion, during the
horrendous conditions, and suffering they experienced over their 10-day
ordeal leading up to the raid on Celtic Wood in early October 1917.
Part II – analyses scores of eyewitness accounts, official papers, letters,
reports, and service records, all of which help to provide answers to the
many previously posed questions and the claims that many of the men
‘disappeared without a trace’.
Did the Germans take ‘revenge’, were prisoners ‘massacred’ and
dumped into an ‘unmarked grave’ and was there a ‘cover-up’?
Also answered are the questions of why the date of the raid and the
deaths of the raiders are incorrect, how many were on the raid, who were
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their ‘inexperienced’, the missing who were never officially accounted for
and what happened to the bodies. Of the 38,000 casualties suffered by
the AIF in eight weeks of hard fighting during ‘Third Ypres’, the 10th
Battalion, sustained almost 450 in less than three weeks.
Recorded on the Menin Gate Memorial are the names of 54,900
men without known graves; 6,000 of these are of Australians who fell in the
Ypres Salient. It is to all whose names are on Menin Gate and especially to
those of the 10th Battalion who took part in the raid on Celtic Wood on
9 October 1917 that this book is dedicated.
Robert Kearney
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Map 1: The Western Front (Courtesy Australian Army History Unit)
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